
Cart Motion Lab 
Russell Aguilar 
 
Purpose 
 
The purpose of this lab is to study the motion, including the position, velocity, and 
acceleration of a cart of different weights and with different methods of propulsion.  
 
Materials 
1 Cart with a fan (With batteries) 
1 Cart without a fan 
1 Track 
1 Ruler 
1 Sonic Motion Recorder 
1 Laptop with Logger Pro 3 installed. 
1 Weight  
6 Books (Any kind) 
1 3x5 note card 
1 Roll of Scotch tape. 
 
 
Procedure 
 
Step One 
Get all of your materials ready. Set up the track for the cart with a fan, and put the motion 
detector in front of it. Plug in your motion detector, open Logger Pro, and get ready to 
start recording data with it. Place the cart on the track, and make sure the fan works.  
 
Step Two  
Test the cart with the fan first. Run it from one end of the track to the other, while 
recording the data, without a weight and on high first. After this, run the cart on slow, 
recording the data. Once you have the results for these, place a weight on the cart and 
repeat the two tests, on high and low. 
 
Step Three 
Get cart without the fan and the track that goes with it. Place two books underneath one 
end of the track so that it is a slight incline. Put the motion detector at one end of the 
track so that it can record the motion of the card.  
 
Step Four 
Put the cart at the high end of the track and let it go while you record its motion data. 
 
Step Five  
Place another 4 books underneath the higher end of the track so it is more of an incline.  
 
Step Six 



Let the cart go at the top of the higher end of the track, while recording the data. 
 
Step Seven 
Scale all of your graphs and curve fit your lines. Analyze your data. 
 
Data

 
Above is the graph for the cart careening down the track that was six centimeters higher 
on one end than on the other.  

 
Above is the graph of the movement of the cart on the track that was elevated eleven 
centimeters on one end. 



 

Above is the graph of the cart who's fan was sent to “Fast,” and was not carrying a 
weight. 
 

Above is the motion graph of an empty cart set to “Slow”. 
 



Above is the graph of the movement of a weighted cart with the fan set to “Fast”. 
 

 
Above is the motion graph of a weighted cart set to ”Slow”. 
 
 
 
 



Example Data Table: 
This is the data table for the graph of the weighted cart with a fan set to fast. 

 



 

 



Formulas: 
 Net Force=Mass x Acceleration 
This can be used to determine the net force on the carts. 
Velocity=Distance / Time 
Acceleration=Change in Velocity / Change in Time 
Constants: 
Free Fall Acceleration: 9.8 m/s squared. 
Weights 
Sail: 211.42g 
Cart: 302.55g 
Weight: 500g 
Batteries: 282.42 (all together) 
 
Observations 
The carts moved down the ramps at varying speeds due to changes in the incline. The 
speed of the carts also varied because of fan speeds and weights. The Distance and Time 
graph lines were curves, the velocity graphs were slanted lines (representing a steady 
increase in velocity), and acceleration graphs were flat lines (or should have been). The 
graphs of the data are not completely accurate, for example, the acceleration graphs are 
wobbly while they should be flat. Also, there are sometimes discrepancies towards the 
end of the graphs. 
 
Analysis 
The Position-Time graphs are fairly accurate and error-free, but problems arose in the 
velocity and acceleration graphs. The data is somewhat skewed towards the ends of these 
graphs because of reflections and repetitions of the sound waves from the sonar motion 
detector. There were too many sound sensors bouncing around in too small of a space, so 
it recorded the same one twice, or more. This is responsible for the irregularities in these 
graphs. Also, on some of the graphs, the motion sensor was still recording when the cart 
hit the end of the track and stopped. This caused irregularities in some of the graphs as 
well, such as drops in acceleration or velocity at the ends of some graphs. 
 
Conclusion 
 
I think that overall, this lab was a good demonstration of the movement of these carts 
under different variables. While there was some trouble with the sonar motion recorders 
skewing some of the data, you can see the differences in speed and acceleration with the 
different variables, like slope of the track or speed of the fan. We were able to get 
accurate curve fit and linear fit lines for the graphs, as well, showing how all of this is 
driven by mathematics.  
 
Problems: 
 
1) 



The acceleration was based on gravity from two different levels of incline.  In our tests, 
the acceleration stayed just below 1 (because the cart was coming towards the motion 
detector). It should have been related directly to gravity.  
2) 796.44g Slow: A=-.1  
Fast: -.2 W=mg 
M=81.26 
Force of slow fan: -8.126 N 
Force of fast fan: -16.253 N 
3) If we kept recording after the cart bounced, the velocity/time graph would look like the 
teeth of a saw, because the direction changes suddenly followed by a high amount of 
acceleration. 
4) If the fan cart was pulling another cart, it would slow down. the x/t graph's curve 
would be longer and less bent, the slope of the v/t graph would be smaller, and the flat 
line on the a/t graph would be closer to zero. 
 
Note: The data tables for this were too long to fit in this document, so I will be submitting 
the lab with the .cmbl files so you can look at them. 


